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Between Now and Spring—Is This Our New 'Valley Forge'?

On a subconscious level, we all get that this winter could 'make or break' individual lib-
erty. For others—survival. And, this lead-up to the midterms, and winter, will tell a story. 

It is stupefying how rapidly this country is coming undone. Bringing with it the un-
thinkable: an IRS, job description posting for 87K new agents—willing to use deadly 
force ('shoot to kill'), to collect taxes 'from the rich'? Are there 87K Americans—rich and 
unprepared enough to go after—or do we assign individual auditors for each of them?

McDonalds can't get enough employees, but the US is going to find 87K qualified, 
college-grads to work, starting at 30-something a year? Something is not quite right.

Just as the 2030 WEF finds itself in a position to, either 'go for broke' or 'go down', 
the Biden Administration shares the same dilemma. Unless they can add 300K illegals 
who crossed the southern border in May to voter rolls by November, Biden and Co. will 
find themselves in a world of hurt. Until then, they will do 'whatever it takes' to avoid it.

What does whatever include? Turning a blind eye (giving tacit support) to Zelensky's 
Nazis attacking a Ukrainian nuclear facility—creating another Chernobyl? Maybe. 
Something is needed to deflect focus away from the disintegration of NATO.

If a 2nd Chernobyl is condoned—what isn't? Biden is calling for regime change in 
Russia. How arrogantly stupid must his handlers be to allow that kind of hubris? Even 
perennial warmonger, Henry Kissinger, sees Ukraine and Taiwan for what they are—
conflicts with a potential to bring an end to humanity—conflicts perpetuated by the US.

In our dealings with Russia, the US functions as do 'missionaries', not taking 'hea-
thens' security concerns seriously. So now, the world is paying, and will pay a price for 
that. The latest idea, already approved by Latvia, is to brand Russia a 'state sponsor of 
terrorism'. And Putin is warning the US, that if they follow, he will break off all relations. 

For an already bad situation, no contact with Russia is another step towards ar-
mageddon. But rather than lose the midterms (disastrously), risk may be preferable for 
the 'left'. Bringing us back to the 87K IRS hires: to what end and why was a million 
rounds of ammo purchased? Is the IRS intended as a massive 'swat team' to insure a 
struggling globalist agenda is not derailed by those Biden terms as Trump supporters?

Biden has 'occupied' the Oval Office just over a year and a half, and in that time has 
managed to wreak global havoc—which the 'left' anticipated from Trump. But even a 
cursory survey indicates that since the election—everything is worse—with our South-



ern border a loose sieve through which illegals, by the 100s or 1000s, pass each hour. 
Kissinger sees Ukraine becoming a US 'ground war' while at the same time the US 

unnecessarily raises the odds for war with China over a non-issue (for now)—Taiwan. 
Fighting wars depends on financing wars, and estimates for US reserve-currency 

durability are suspect. Most global loans are written in dollars, but the underpinning for 
'dollar hegemony' is being knocked away—with oil-producing nations lining up to join 
the BRICS, which settle in currencies other than the dollar, and now look towards gold.

Russia is in excellent economic shape and the rest of the world needs what they 
have. China is in 'not-so-great' economic shape, but world trade centers around China. 
A push from the US to have 3rd-world nations abandon China (in favor of the US), for 
future economic/military security, is falling on deaf ears. Our reputation precedes us.

As a supplier of energy, the US has 'shot itself in the foot'—maybe in the head. 
Without a sustainable plan for its own citizens, the US exports much of its natural gas, 
while waging war with American citizens over a forced abandonment of fossil fuels.

US oil producers, much like the Saudis, are distrustful of Biden and Co. Western oil 
producers know they are being marginalized-out, and they have taken to protecting 
themselves. Unlike the euphoria felt in the 'fracking boom', drillers are now circum-
spect, limiting production increase to 5% a year. They see the writing on the wall: More 
rigs but less production. Fracking is under duress and 'left' support is nowhere in sight. 

Much of our economics, politics, and medicine is modeled on a magic show motif 
wherein the magician conducts 'the pledge', 'the turn', and finally, 'the prestige'. 'The 
pledge' being the beautiful girl in the skimpy costume that the magician disappears
—'the turn'. Then it all climaxes in 'the prestige' where she 'miraculously' re-appears.

It's just entertainment, but US magic is 'no magic' trickery and lies. Our 'pledge', until 
1971, promised a rock-solid dollar backed by gold. Since then 'disappearing', falling, 
dollar purchasing power has been 'our turn', accompanied by FED 'prestige' promises.

For those paying attention, we've had 5 decades of 'pledge' and 'turn', when, as 
each year went by, we funded useless wars, using credit, as we now fund 'equity' (not 
found in reality), using tax dollars. Consequently, 'our prestige' exists—only in memory. 

Now, America seemingly atones for its sins—paying reparations for past wrongs. But 
not the elite—they 'peddle' the message but continue on as if nothing has changed. 
What they don't tell us is that this colossal magic show is a 'deception', offered by a US 
incapable of 'prestige'. That our future is to be a realization of what we lost in 'the turn'.

What needs to happen begins with the 'left' voted out in November (an imperative). 
Then we need to find a way to trade 'wok-ism' for truth: Lower supply-chain restrains by 
by removing controls—including restraints on pipelines and fossil fuels, because only 
the 'free market' can utilize all forms of energy—giving us the 'best bang for the buck'. 
And, the best way to raise tax revenue is to lower taxes. The best way to support small 
business is by removing regulation—only then can we regain the thing that we have 
lost—an American entrepreneurial ability to change direction, and adapt to changes.

Minorities are enforcing a sense of victimhood—and being used by elites that don't 
give a damn. The magician lies—80% of sustainable energy is a product of fossil fuel. 
With no easy fix, the magic show shows 2 kinds of people, taxpayers and tax con-
sumers. Government growth creates tax consumers—and it is they that kill the dollar.

I really am heading out over the backroads—soon. Northeast, then south. Anybody 
along the road who wants to get a coffee, or subscribe: erik@neverhadaboss.com.


